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GRANDMA’S SOCK DRAWER 
COMPREHENSION GUIDE 

PREREADING 

From looking at the title and cover of the book, list three things you predict this 

story will be about.   

1.___________________ 2._________________ 3._____________________ 

What type of story do you think this will be?____________________________ 

Chapter 1 

Who is the main character ?________________________________________ 

What does she want? _____________________________________________ 

Name and tell who else is in this chapter?   

1.___________________2.___________________3.____________________ 

What are some clues to the setting? Time of day? ________ Season? _________ 

Place? _________________ 

What item is the main character given? ________________________________ 

Predict what the main character will do next. ____________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Chapters 2-6 

Was your prediction correct? ____ Why/why not? _______________________ 

In Ch 2 What is Sukey trying to figure out?_____________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Where is Sukey’s home? ___________________________________________  

Where is she now?________________________________________________ 

How do you think Sukey feels about her father returning to San Diego without 

her?__________________________________________________________ 
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What things support your answer?____________________________________ 

Who are Miss Beatrice and Mr. Edgar?_________________________________ 

How do they feel about Sukey?_______________________________________ 

Give two examples that make you think this. 1.___________________________ 

2.____________________________________________________________ 

How does Sukey feel about Miss Beatrice and Mr. Edgar?___________________ 

What clues support your answer?_____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

What seems strange to Sukey, based on her age?_________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

What does Sukey assume about Miss Beatrice and Mr. Edgar that allows her to use 

this particular excuse for leaving?____________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Do you agree with Sukey? _____ Why/why not?__________________________ 

Give two reasons Sukey has to sneak to the library? 1.______________________ 

2.____________________________________________________________ 

Why does Sukey think her Grandma likes purple?_________________________ 

Chapter 7 

Why do you think Sukey put the framed photograph of her grandmother on the 

floor across from her when she was about to open the envelope? ____________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

What did Sukey find inside the envelope?_____________________________ 

How does Sukey feel about her grandmother’s gift to her?________________ 

What makes you think that? ______________________________________ 

Predict what you think Sukey will do next.____________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 
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Chapters 8-10 

Was your prediction correct?_____What do you think will happen now? ______ 

____________________________________________________________ 

What responsibility has been given to Sukey?__________________________ 

How does she feel about this new responsibility? _________Name two reasons to 

support your answer. 1.____________________________________________ 

2.____________________________________________________________ 

Describe the relationship between Sukey and Miss Beatrice. ________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Why do you think they act this way?___________________________________ 

Predict why Sukey wants to know where her Grandma’s bedroom is. ____________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Chapters 11-13 

Why didn’t Sukey plan a proper search for her grandma’s sock drawer before she 

got to the bedroom? ______________________________________________ 

Describe Grandma’s bedroom. Give at least three details. 1.__________________ 

2.__________________________3._________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

What was in Grandma’s sock drawer?__________________________________ 

What did Sukey do with her grandma’s ‘most precious treasure’. ______________ 

___________________________Did she think it was treasure?____________ 

What do you think Sukey will do next? _________________________________ 

Chapters 14-19 

What did Sukey conclude about her grandma when she was alone on the beach?___ 

______________________________________________________________ 
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Why did Mr. Edgar spritz Sukey with the hose and blame it on his arthritis? _____ 

______________________________________________________________ 

On pg 79, why does Sukey say, “Oh, nothing,” when Mr. Edgar asks her what is on 

her mind? _____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

Does Sukey feel she can confide in Mr. Edgar? _____ Give two examples to 

support your answer. 1. ____________________________________________ 

2.____________________________________________________________ 

Why did Mr. Edgar tell Sukey that she would make a good detective? __________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

What finally causes Sukey to share part of her confusion with Mr. Edgar? 

_______________________________________________________ 

Both Miss Beatrice and Mr. Edgar warned Sukey about how to care for Ranunculus. 

What were they? From Miss Beatrice: ________________________________ 

From Mr. Edgar: ________________________________________________ 

In Ch 17, what did Mr. Edgar tell Sukey about the treasure given to her by her 

grandma? ______________________________________________________ 

In Ch 18, what two things did Mr. Edgar tell Sukey she had to do to solve the 

mystery around Grandma’s gift? 1.____________________________________ 

2. ____________________________________________________________ 

In Ch 19, what did Mr. Edgar tell Sukey about believing her grandma loved her? __ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Chapters 20-21 

What direction did Sukey get when she reread Grandma’s note to her? _________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

What steps did Sukey take to keep her Grandma’s note and key safe? _________ 
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Predict what will happen next? _______________________________________ 

Chapter 22 

Describe how Sukey’s feelings change while she is in her grandma’s bedroom. ____ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Name two ways Ranunculus helps Sukey. 1. ______________________________ 

2. ____________________________________________________________ 

Chapters 23-29 

Explain where Sukey has landed in Ch 23. _______________________________ 

Describe the “farmers” Sukey met. ___________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Compare Sukey’s reaction with Ranunuculus, when they first met the “farmers”. 

______________________________________________________________ 

What was unusual about Nigel and Oliver’s introduction to Ranunculus? _________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

What are Nigel and Oliver arguing about?_______________________________ 

What does each animal-person want to do? _____________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

What does Sukey do to stop the argument? _____________________________ 

How did the two animal-people work together to save Ranunculus? ____________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Oliver and Nigel worked together to solve their problem. Describe a time you had 

to work with someone to solve a problem. ______________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

Now that animal- people left Sukey, predict what you think will happen next. ___ 

_____________________________________________________________ 
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Chapters 30-31 

How did the woolen socks help Sukey? _________________________________ 

How did they betray her? __________________________________________ 

Predict what happens next. _________________________________________ 

Chapters 32-34 

What tangible evidence does Sukey find that tells her she hadn’t been dreaming? _ 

______________________________________________________________ 

What did Miss Beatrice say to Sukey that made Sukey wonder if Miss Beatrice 

knew about her grandma’s socks?_____________________________________ 

Do you think Miss Beatrice knows about grandma’s socks? _____ Do you think 

Sukey can trust Miss Beatrice to tell her about the adventure she had wearing the 

woolen socks?______Why/why not? __________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

What did Sukey hear on the patio? ________ How did this make her feel? _____ 

How do you know? ________________________________________________ 

Chapters 35-36 

Did Sukey find what she was looking for on the patio? _____ What two things was 

she looking for? 1.___________________2.____________________________ 

Chapters 35-36 

Describe a time in your life where things became messier before they straightened 

out. __________________________________________________________ 

Explain how Sukey used her note pad to help her. ________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Tell of a time you wrote something down to help you._______________________ 
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Chapters 37-38 

Is Sukey getting along with Ranunculus? ____ Give two reasons that makes you 

think this. 1. ___________________________2.________________________ 

How did Ranunculus help Sukey choose which pair of socks to try on next? ______ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Chapters. 39-42 

Name what is unusual about both pairs of socks when Sukey puts them on. ______ 

______________________________________________________________ 

What is different about Grandma’s bathroom? ___________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Chapters 43-54 

In Ch 43, what does Sukey fear Ranunculus will do as he runs towards the croaking 

frog?___________________Why would this be a problem?________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

In Ch 44, describe what Ranunculus found. ______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Describe who Sukey meets in chapter 45._______________________________ 

Why is this unusual? ______________________________________________ 

From reading Ch 46, explain how Sukey learns what work frogs do during the night.   

_____________________________________________________________ 

What scared Buster and Sukey into hiding? ____________________________ 

What was the intruder after? ______________________________________ 

In Ch 50, Buster and Sukey found someone to help with their problem. What did he 

say to Sukey that surprised her? __________________________Why would 

this be a surprising thing to say?_____________________________________ 
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What was Skunk Bear threatening to do to the frogs? _____________________ 

How did Amik send Skunk Bear away?__________________________________ 

Why is it a good idea for the frogs to live in Mare-C, the center of the land of 

EVOL? ________________________________________________________ 

Describe the last thing Sukey saw before she fell asleep in the bathtub.  _______ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Chapters 55-56 

What did Sukey think had happened to her? __________________Name two 

things that supported that theory? 1.__________________________________ 

2.____________________________________________________________ 

What did Sukey find that made her doubt her original theory? _______________ 

Why does Sukey thank Ranunculus at the end of ch. 56? ____________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Chapters 57-58 

Describe what happened when Mr. Halbert came to the kitchen to say he was 

leaving for the day._______________________________________________ 

Sukey heard Mr. Quincy calling as he entered the house after dinner. Predict what 

Sukey is going to do next.___________________________________________ 

Chapters 59-60 

What information did Mr. Quincy give Sukey about her father and grandmother?  

______________________________________________________________ 

What did Mr. Quincy almost forget to tell Sukey? ________________________ 
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Chapter 61 

What did Sukey decide she must do?__________________________________ 

Chapter 62-69 

Explain the steps that happened for Sukey to end up in a cave. _______________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Name two things that Deedar says that Sukey thinks are opposite of what they 

should be. 1.________________________________2.___________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

What are two ways an ice tree could come crashing down. 1. _________________ 

2.____________________________________________________________ 

Describe what these icy trees really are. (pg 303) ________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

( pg 307) What is the difference between a backward tree is and a rightward 

tree? Backward tree: _____________________________________________ 

Rightward tree: _________________________________________________ 

On pg 308, what do you think Deedar meant when he said, “Things that grow wrong 

need to start anew.” ______________________________________________ 

In Ch 66 what does Sukey see inside the ice trees? _______________________ 

On pg 311 what did Sukey read? _____________________________________ 

In Ch 67, what happens as Sukey is trying to get a better look at her family tree? 

______________________________________________________________ 

What did Sukey do to her Family Ice tree? _____________________________ 

Chapters 70-71 

Where did the three strips of paper come from? _______________________ 

Why do you think Sukey’s father apologized? ____________________________ 
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What do you think happened to Ranunculus?_____________________________ 

Do you believe there are more adventures ahead? _____ 

“Just because you don’t see something, doesn’t mean it’s gone.” 
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GRANDMA’S SOCK DRAWER 
COMPREHENSION GUIDE ANSWER KEY 

PREREADING 

From looking at the title and cover of the book, list three things you predict this 

story will be about.   

1.___________________ 2._________________ 3._____________________ 

What type of story do you think this will be?    fiction/fantasy          

Chapter 1 

Who is the main character ? Sukey         

What does she want?  she wants to know what it means “Grandma’s gone”    

Name and tell who else is in this chapter?   

1.Mr. Quincy         2 Father         3. Ranunculus          

What are some clues to the setting? Time of day? afternoon    Season? summer    

Place?   Grandma’s beach house     

What item is the main character given?      a sealed purple envelope        

Predict what the main character will do next. ____________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Chapters 2-6 

Was your prediction correct? ____ Why/why not? _______________________ 

In Ch 2 How does Sukey interact with Ranunculus?     she is unsure and afraid of him 

______________________________________________________________ 

Where is Sukey’s home?      San Diego, California           

Where is she now?    Georgia          

How do you think Sukey feels about her father returning to San Diego without 

her?__________________________________________________________ 
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What things support your answer?____________________________________ 

Who are Miss Beatrice and Mr. Edgar?    employees, from past business, now friends 

How do they feel about Sukey?      like her, feel a little sorry for her           

Give two examples that make you think this. 1. Mr. Edgar says it will be nice to have 

her 2. Miss Beatrice says to have a heart for the youngster        

How does Sukey feel about Miss Beatrice and Mr. Edgar? she’s not sure what to think 

What clues support your answer?    she feels like an outsider         

______________________________________________________________ 

What seems strange to Sukey, based on her age?  that she should say she wants a nap   

______________________________________________________________ 

What does Sukey assume about Miss Beatrice and Mr. Edgar that allows her to use 

this particular excuse for leaving? Sukey thinks they’re too old to remember she’s too  

     old to take naps               

Do you agree with Sukey? _____ Why/why not?__________________________ 

Give two reasons Sukey has to sneak to the library? 1.    she doesn’t want Miss 

Beatrice to see her  2. she has to get a letter opener to open the envelope             

Why does Sukey think her Grandma likes purple?   because of the purple envelope and 

the purple pottery vase on her desk         

Chapter 7 

Why do you think Sukey put the framed photograph of her grandmother on the 

floor across from her when she was about to open the envelope?    she wanted her 

grandmother to be a part of opening the envelope, as if she giving it to her personally 

What did Sukey find inside the envelope?   a key and a note       

How does Sukey feel about her grandmother’s gift to her? she thinks it’s goofy    

What makes you think that? ______________________________________ 

Predict what you think Sukey will do next.____________________________ 
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Chapters 8-10 

Was your prediction correct?_____What do you think will happen now? ______ 

____________________________________________________________ 

What responsibility has been given to Sukey?   she’s to take care of Ranunculus     

How does she feel about this new responsibility?    happy & nervous  Name two 

reasons to support your answer. 1. pg 44 “Can he stay here with me?” 

2. pg 44 “But I don’t know anything about taking care of a dog!” 

Describe the relationship between Sukey and Miss Beatrice. tense/formal     

Why do you think they act this way?___________________________________ 

Predict why Sukey wants to know where her Grandma’s bedroom is. ____________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Chapters 11-13 

Why didn’t Sukey plan a proper search for her grandma’s sock drawer before she 

got to the bedroom?   When Sukey awoke she had to rush to let Ranunculus out     

Describe Grandma’s bedroom. Give at least three details. 1. ___pg 58__________ 

2.__________________________3._________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

What was in Grandma’s sock drawer?  three pair of unusual socks                 

What did Sukey do with her grandma’s ‘most precious treasure’? She lifted out each 

pair of socks, one at a time, looked at it and put it back into the drawer                             

Did she think it was treasure? not special, at all, didn’t make sense        

What do you think Sukey will do next? _________________________________ 

Chapters 14-19 

What did Sukey conclude about her grandma when she was alone on the beach? 

Sukey wondered if her grandma was a little ‘wacky’           
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Why did Mr. Edgar spritz Sukey with the hose and blame it on his arthritis? he 

squirted her with the hose, teasing her, and blamed it on arthritis, like he couldn’t help it 

On pg 79, why does Sukey say, “Oh, nothing,” when Mr. Edgar asks her what is on 

her mind? Sukey didn’t know if she could or should trust Mr. Edgar with the secrets of 

the envelope and key    

Does Sukey feel she can confide in Mr. Edgar? Pg 85  Give two examples to support 

your answer. 1. ____________________________________________ 

2.____________________________________________________________ 

Why did Mr. Edgar tell Sukey that she would make a good detective? Sukey was 

very observant, which is a skill detectives need         

What finally causes Sukey to share part of her confusion with Mr. Edgar? He  

promised not to tell anyone              

Both Miss Beatrice and Mr. Edgar warned Sukey about how to care for Ranunculus. 

What were the warnings? From Miss Beatrice: don’t let him get overheated pg 45 

From Mr. Edgar: can’s swim pg 78         

In Ch 17, what did Mr. Edgar tell Sukey about the treasure given to her by her 

grandma? that the treasure is special     

In Ch 18, what two things did Mr. Edgar tell Sukey she had to do to solve the 

mystery around Grandma’s gift? 1. agree that the treasure is special          

2. believe that her grandma loved her        

In Ch 19, what did Mr. Edgar tell Sukey about believing her grandma loved her?  

pg 96 what you choose to believe gives you direction to move forward         

Chapters 20-21 

What direction did Sukey get when she reread Grandma’s note to her? Sukey decides 

to put on the socks    “With a good pair of socks on your feet you are ready to go anywhere! 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What steps did Sukey take to keep her Grandma’s note and key safe? she locked the 

note and socks in the drawer and made a ribbon necklace tied to the key to wear  

Predict what will happen next? _______________________________________ 

Chapter 22 

Describe how Sukey’s feelings change while she is in her grandma’s bedroom. first 

Sukey is having fun skating around the room in the wool socks, then she is afraid she’ll be 

found there by Mr. Halbert 

Name two ways Ranunculus helps Sukey. 1. Ranunculus shows Sukey the patio doors to 

use to escape from Mr. Halbert  2. Ranunculus barks for Sukey to join him hiding behind 

the palms on the patio           

Chapters 23-29 

Explain where Sukey has landed in Ch 23. Sukey landed in a pine forest        

Describe the “farmers” Sukey met. Pg 126 -127                            

______________________________________________________________ 

Compare Sukey’s reaction with Ranunuculus, when they first met the “farmers”. 

Sukey was stunned by talking animal-people, but Ranunculus acted like he knew them         

What was unusual about Nigel and Oliver’s introduction to Ranunculus? both of the 

animal-people said Ranunculus’ name at the same time when Sukey went to introduce the 

little dog. 

What are Nigel and Oliver arguing about? They argue how the lake water will be used. 

What does each animal-person want to do? Nigel wants to water his crops, Oliver 

wants the trees and forest creatures to have the water                      

What does Sukey do to stop the argument? Sukey throw their shovel and bucket into 

the lake. 
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How did the two animal-people work together to save Ranunculus? The animal-people 

swam into the lake and together rescued Ranunculus              

Oliver and Nigel worked together to solve their water problem. Describe a time 

you had to work with someone to solve a problem. ________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

When the animal-people left Sukey, predict what you think will happen next. ___ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

Chapters 30-31 

How did the woolen socks help Sukey? The woolen socks showed the way to go by 

lighting the path   How did they betray her? The light from the socks suddenly went out 

Predict what happens next. _________________________________________ 

Chapters 32-34 

What tangible evidence does Sukey find that tells her she hadn’t been dreaming?  

She found a pine needle in her sock                 

What did Miss Beatrice say to Sukey that made Sukey wonder if Miss Beatrice 

knew about her grandma’s socks? Miss Beatrice asked if Sukey had had any adventures   

Do you think Miss Beatrice knows about grandma’s socks? _____ Do you think 

Sukey can trust Miss Beatrice to tell her about the adventure she had wearing the 

woolen socks?______Why/why not? __________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

What did Sukey hear on the patio? voices talking How did this make her feel? a little 

afraid  How do you know? the tone was serious and didn’t want to be overheard 

Chapters 35-36 

Did Sukey find what she was looking for on the patio? No  What two things was she 

looking for? 1. who was talking on the patio 2. if there was no drop-off into a pine forest    
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Chapters 35-36 

Describe a time in your life where things became messier before they straightened 

out. __________________________________________________________ 

Explain how Sukey used her note pad to help her. Sukey wrote things down in the note 

pad to help her keep things straight        

Tell of a time you wrote something down to help you._______________________ 

Chapters 37-38 

Is Sukey getting along with Ranunculus?  Yes   Give two reasons that makes you 

think this. 1. They play a game of keep away 2. Ranunculus helps Sukey pick which socks 

to wear 

How did Ranunculus help Sukey choose which pair of socks to try on next? 

Ranunculus barked as Sukey said puppy socks       

Chapters. 39-42 

Name what is unusual about both pairs of socks when Sukey put them on. Both pairs 

of socks fit her feet perfectly    

What is different about Grandma’s bathroom? Pg 198-200__________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Chapters 43-54 

In Ch 43, what does Sukey fear Ranunculus will do as he runs towards the croaking 

frog? Sukey fears Ranunculus will jump in the pond. Why would this be a problem? This 

would be a problem because he and Sukey can’t swim, there’s no one to rescue him. 

In Ch 44, describe what Ranunculus found. Pg 212_________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 
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Describe who Sukey meets in chapter 45._______________________________ 

Why is this unusual? ______________________________________________ 

In Ch 46, what work do frogs do during the night? They knot the pond grass          

What scared Buster and Sukey into hiding? Buster heard something coming        

What was the intruder after? The intruder wanted the little frogs’ nightly products     

In Ch 50, Buster and Sukey found someone to help with their problem. What did he 

say to Sukey that surprised her? “Isn’t that right, offspring of Cornelia?” Why would 

this be a surprising thing to say? It’s surprising because he never met Sukey before 

What was Skunk Bear threatening to do to the frogs? Eat them alive      

How did Amik send Skunk Bear away? Amik reminded him that their quota was covered   

Why is it a good idea for the frogs to live in Mare-C, the center of the land of 

EVOL? Living in Mare-C protects them when they fall short of what is expected of them 

Describe the last thing Sukey saw before she fell asleep in the bathtub. Sukey saw 

the backwards reflection of the sign in the pond: EVOL backwards is LOVE        

Chapters 55-56 

What did Sukey think had happened to her? Sukey thought she fell asleep in the tub 

and had a wild dream  Name two things that supported that theory? 1. Everything in 

the bathroom looked the same  2. The skylight was intact           

What did Sukey find that made her doubt her original theory? knotted grass      

Why does Sukey thank Ranunculus at the end of ch. 56? Ranunculus barked at Miss 

Beatrice and distracted her in the hallway while Sukey locked away the socks and knotted 

grass 

Chapters 57-58 

Describe what happened when Mr. Halbert came to the kitchen to say he was 

leaving for the day. Ranunculus burped and passed gas       
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Sukey heard Mr. Quincy calling as he entered the house after dinner. Predict what 

Sukey is going to do next.___________________________________________ 

Chapters 59-60 

What information did Mr. Quincy give Sukey about her father and grandmother?  

Father and grandma argued over the business and caused Sukey’s mother to leave 

What did Mr. Quincy almost forget to tell Sukey? Father was taking her home the 

next day   

Chapter 61 

What did Sukey decide she must do? She must try on the last pair of socks         

Chapter 62-69 

Explain the steps that happened for Sukey to end up in a cave. Sukey put the lacy 

socks on, heard Miss Beatrice coming, hid with Ranunculus next to the chest of drawers, 

fell backwards  

Name two things that Deedar says that Sukey thinks are opposite of what they 

should be. 1.Deedar says the ice chandeliers are NOT beautiful  2. a broken chandelier IS 

beautiful     

What are two ways an ice tree could come crashing down. 1. if there is no family any 

more   2. if someone chops it down      

Describe what these icy trees really are. (pg 303) ________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

( pg 307) What is the difference between a backward tree is and a rightward 

tree? Backward tree: _____________________________________________ 

Rightward tree: _________________________________________________ 
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On pg 308, what do you think Deedar meant when he said, “Things that grow wrong 

need to start anew.” ______________________________________________ 

In Ch 66 what does Sukey see inside the ice trees? Bits of paper with names on them 

On pg 311 what did Sukey read? Her own name      

In Ch 67, what happens as Sukey is trying to get a better look at her family tree? 

Another tree next to hers comes crashing down_________ 

What did Sukey do to her Family Ice tree? Sukey chopped it down                

Chapters 70-71 

Where did the three strips of paper come from? Deedar saved them from Sukey’s 

family tree      

Why do you think Sukey’s father apologized?____________________________ 

What do you think happened to Ranunculus?_____________________________ 

Do you believe there are more adventures ahead? _____ 

“Just because you don’t see something, doesn’t mean it’s gone.” 
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ADDITIONAL CROSS-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

Here are a few suggestions that may be used in conjunction with reading  
Grandma’s Sock Drawer. 

Science 

• Discuss four different biomes mentioned in Grandma’s Sock Drawer.          
Create dioramas of these: ocean, forest, marsh/wetland, cave. Compare animal 
and plant life within each. 

• Discuss water use and conservation. Class together creates a list, then 
illustrates, the ways they can daily conserve and use water wisely 

Writing 

• Write what you think Sukey next will do next. 

• If you could have a talking animal which one would it be? How would you care for 
your animal differently? What fun things would you do together? 

• Write about a time you had an adventure. Tell why you liked or didn’t like it. 

Social Studies 

• Sukey lives in California. Her grandmother’s home is in Georgia. How are these 
states similar? How are they different? 

•
• Create a report on your state. Be sure to include what makes your state special. 

Compare your state to California or Georgia. 
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MATCH THE CHARACTERS 

1. Sukey                     ______ 

2. Cornelia Durand      ______ 

3. Mr. Quincy             ______ 

4. George Durand       ______ 

5. Miss Beatrice         ______ 

6. Mr. Edgar               ______ 

7. Ranunculus              ______ 

8. Mr. Halbert            ______ 

9. Miss Abney             ______ 

10. Oliver and Nigel      ______ 

11. Buster                    ______ 

12. Skunk Bear             ______ 

13. Amik                       ______ 

14. Deedar                   ______ 

A. assists in getting ready for estate 
sale 

B. blind, white mole 

C. received a purple envelope and a 
key 

D. attorney for grandmother 

E. beaver that reminds wolverine of 
country’s rules 

F. the grandma that is “gone” 

G. friend taking care of inside of 
house 

H. person in charge of the estate sale 

I. two arguing animal-people  

J. stinky animal that wants to eat 
frogs 

K. son of the missing grandma 

L. friend that takes care of outside of  
house 

M. little French Bulldog 

N. animal that likes to tell jokes 
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MATCHING CHARACTERS  
        ANSWER KEY 

1.   C 
2.   F 
3.     D 
4.     K 
5.     G 
6.     L 
7.     M 
8.     H 
9.     A 
10.    I 
11.    N 
12.    J 
13.    E 
14.    B  
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